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ABSTRACT

Recent studies focusing on the analysis of individual patterns of non-sensory-motor CNS activity may
significantly alter our view of CNS functional mapping. We have recently provided evidence for highly
variable attention-related Slow Potential (SP) generating cortical areas across individuals (Basile et al., 2003,
2006). In this work, we present new evidence, searching for other physiological indexes of attention by a new
use of a well established method, for individual-specific sets of cortical areas active during expecting
attention.
We applied latency corrected peak averaging to oscillatory bursts, from 124-channel EEG recordings, and
modeled their generators by current density reconstruction. We first computed event-related total power, and
averaging was based on individual patterns of narrow task-induced band-power. This method is sensitive to
activity out of synchrony with stimuli, and may detect task-related changes missed by regular Event-Related
Potential (ERP) averaging. We additionally analyzed overall inter-electrode phase-coherence.
The main results were (1) the detection of two bands of attention-induced beta range oscillations (around 25
and 21 Hz), whose scalp topography and current density cortical distribution were complex multi-focal, and
highly variable across subjects, including prefrontal and posterior cortical areas. Most important, however,
was the observation that (2) the generators of task-induced oscillations are largely the same individualspecific sets of cortical areas active during the resting, baseline state. We concluded that attention-related
electrical cortical activity is highly individual-specific (significantly different from sensory-related visual
evoked potentials or delta and theta induced band-power), and to a great extent already established during
mere wakefulness.
We discuss the critical implications of those results, in combination with other studies presenting individual
data, to functional mapping: the need to abandon group averaging of task-related cortical activity and to
revise studies on group averaged data, since the assumption of universal function to each cortical area appears
deeply challenged. Clinical implications regard the interpretation of focal lesion consequences, functional
reorganization, and neurosurgical planning.
Key terms: Attention, cortical electrical activity, high-resolution electroencephalography, slow potentials,
source localization, functional mapping.

INTRODUCTION

Studies that aim at localizing the
physiological changes that follow passive
sensory stimulation or simple movement
execution in cortical areas of individual
human subjects, generally lead to
uncontroversial, expected results. Thus, for
instance, Electroencephalography and
Magnetoencephalography (EEG and MEG)

in such cases of highly focal sensory
evoked potentials and fields can distinguish
even the sources corresponding to
stimulation of separate sections of the
visual field or to tactile stimulation of
different fingers. This precision may for
instance be used for protection of sensorymotor areas during surgical interventions,
when edema prevents visualization of the
central sulcus (Wheless et al., 2004).
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Metabolic tracing studies, particularly
fMRI, also allow the analysis of single
subject sensory-motor data, and such
paradigms are commonly used for testing
and validation of the programs of analysis
themselves. As opposed to this situation, a
very different panorama arises from studies
that directly interest Psychophysiology or
Psychiatry, that is, those using paradigms
including experimental tasks that involve
any psychological variable beyond
sensation and simple movement, from
simple behavioral decisions, comparison of
stimuli, expecting attention, memory or
emotion. In spite of the great efforts to
functionally map non-primary cortical areas
(whose activity supposedly should
correspond to various ‘cognitive functions’)
and the resulting vast literature of the last
decades, one can notice a clear lack of
consensus across authors or laboratories.
When one starts from the functional end,
any unrestricted literature search regarding
task-related cortical activity to any given
psychological variable (e.g., memory
evocation) will include changes, across
studies, in most if not all cortical nonprimary areas. The same is true if one
performs the literature search restricted to a
given architectonic area, which will result
in studies claiming a number of functions
impossible to reconcile with each other.
Almost all studies on task-related cortical
activity present data collapsed across
subjects (group or grand averages), projected
over an abstract, ‘average brain’. Their
obvious limitations include the anatomical
individual variability in the structure of and,
more critically, in the distribution of
cytoarchitectonic areas onto gyri and sulci
(Uylings et al., 2005). Recently, however,
metabolic tracing studies emphasizing and
presenting individual physiological and
anatomical data are emerging, all of which
demonstrate a large degree of interindividual
variability in the encephalic distribution of
task-related activity (e.g., Cohen et al., 1996;
Herholz et al., 1996; Fink et al., 1997; Davis
et al., 1998; Brannen et al., 2001; TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002), and in some cases,
even to passive stimulation (Davis et al.,
1998; Hudson, 2000). We do not refer here
to any form of interindividual variability

(such as exact coordinates of a center, or
extension of physiological changes in one
area; e.g. Vandenbroucke et al., 2004), but
on the actual set of cortical areas active
during a given task. Our own recent studies,
following the conventional attempt to
uncover universal areas across subjects,
active during expecting attention to specific
perceptual domains, have encountered this
major shortcoming: First, by modeling the
generators of a Slow Potential (SP; a class of
event-related potentials, ERPs, which
include the contingent negative variation,
CNV) occurring in anticipation to taskperformance feedback stimuli, and expecting
to find some pattern of prefrontal activity,
we found a multifocal distribution of
generators, both prefrontal and posterior
cortical, although including two common
prefrontal areas. But the actual set of areas
was highly variable across subjects (Basile
et al., 2002). Second, by comparing the SP
generators corresponding to verbal, pictorial
and spatial visual selective attention, such a
complex and individually variable set of
active areas was also found, and precluded
any conclusion based on visual inspection:
we developed an activity scoring method to
allow statistical analysis but simultaneously
preserving individual anatomical and
physiological information (Basile et al.,
2003). Since the task then used was
complex, and included memorization and
comparison of stimuli, the commonly
claimed variability in task execution
strategies could not be ruled out as a source
of interindividual variability. We thus
developed a task to allow the recording of
SPs during (temporal) attention to simple
visual stimuli, by simplifying the paradigm
of spatial attention cueing of Posner (1980;
Posner et al., 1980). However, the same high
degree of interindividual variability in
cortical activity distribution was once more
observed (Basile et al., 2006).
Taken together, those studies on taskrelated cortical activity that preserve
individual data, indicate that interindividual
variability appears to be an inherent aspect
of the normal functioning of the central
nervous system. An interesting theoretical
concept of biological “degeneracy”
(Edelman and Gally, 2001), when applied
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to task performance and recovery of
function (Noppeney et al., 2004), explicitly
accounts for the inexistence of a simple,
one-to-one isomorphic mapping between
function and structure. We believe that the
interindividual variability in sets of cortical
areas engaged in any given task can account
for most of the lack of consensus in cortical
psychophysiology, since it is mainly based
on group data averaging, which may
emphasize areas that are strongly active in
few subjects, and deemphasize areas which
could be common to many subjects, but
weakly active.
In this work, we present results from the
search of some new electrophysiological
correlate of expecting attention. We
investigated more thoroughly the same
simple task and subjects for whom SPs
were analyzed (Basile et al., 2006). Most
research on the electrophysiology of human
attention has centered on the endogenous
potentials of the P300 class, and on the
modulation of sensory evoked potentials.
However, such event-related potentials
(ERPs) and their modulations may best be
described as correlates of stimulus
detection, and are only enhanced by
expecting attention as an antecedent
condition. So far, SPs are rigorously the
direct correlates of attention. ERPs suffer
from the limitation of time-locking to
stimuli, and if one allows, in principle, for
the occurrence of oscillatory activity bursts
with no fixed relation to task events, they
would thus be canceled out in regular
ERPs. It is exactly this limitation of ERPs
that has brought an increasing interest in
studying electrical power measures that are
not synchronized to stimuli, variously
named as induced band-power (IBP), or
Event-Related De- or Synchronization
(ERD, ERS) for decreases and increases,
respectively (Klimesh et al., 2000;
Pfurtscheller, 2001). We here used a
systematic IBP analysis to guide the
averaging of oscillatory activity in narrow
frequency bands, by a new application of a
well known extension of stimulus-locked
averaging: peak or corrected latency
averaging. We first planned to compute
task-induced EEG power (which lacks
precise time and phase-locking to stimuli),
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and if some oscillatory activity were
observed to increase during the pre-S2 time
window, where SPs are maximal in
amplitude, we would compute corrected
latency averages (centered on peak
amplitude of bursts instead of stimulus
onset). Then, we intended to focus on the
topographic and cortical generator analysis
by current density reconstruction
constrained by individual MRI data, such as
we established for SP analysis, but still
searching for a correlate of attention which
would originate from a simpler, universal
set of cortical areas across subjects. In
particular among all frequency bands, there
is a return of interest in theta (3-7 Hz)
oscillations as a putative correlate of
expecting attention. Theta rhythm may be
observed in the ongoing EEG of waking,
healthy individuals during tasks such as
overt calculation with pen and paper
(Mizuki et al., 1980), but in a small
proportion of subjects (Takahashi et al.,
1997). Although it has also been reported in
cue-target (S1-S2) paradigm similar to the
ones used for recording SPs (Nakashima
and Sato, 1993), they could be alternatively
accounted for by sustained mental effort,
the uncontrolled stimulus presentation or
overt movement.

METHODS

Subjects
Twelve healthy individuals with normal
vision and hearing, 9 male and 3 female,
participated in the study. They ranged in
age between 20 and 45 years, with no
history of drug or alcohol abuse, and no
current drug treatment. Eleven subjects
were current or former medical students.
All subjects signed consent forms approved
by the Ethics Committee of the University
of São Paulo Hospital.
Stimuli and Task
A commercial computer program (Stim,
Neurosoft Inc.) controlled all aspects of the
task. Visual stimuli composing the cue-
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target pairs (S1-S2) consisted in small
rectangles (eccentricity ±0.8o, S1: 100 ms
duration, S2: 17 ms). In half of the trials,
the S2 rectangle contained a grey circle –
the task target - with ±0.3o of eccentricity.
S1 was followed by S2, with onsets
separated in time by 1.6 seconds. We
instructed the subjects that a rectangle
would be presented to indicate that 1.6
seconds later it would flash again but
quickly, containing or not the target circle.
The subject decided whether there was a
target inside the S2 rectangle, and indicated
presence of target by pressing the right
button with the right thumb or absence of
target by pressing the left button with the
left thumb. We explicitly deemphasized
reaction time in the instructions and
measured performance exclusively by the
percent correct trials, from the total of 96
trials comprising the experiment. An eye
fixation dot was continually present on the
center of the screen, as well as a stimulusmasking background, to prevent afterimages. To confirm the expecting attention
index role of some possibly found EEG
rhythm, we also used a passive stimulation
control condition (S2s never contained
targets), during which subjects were only
required to fixate and relax.
EEG Recording and acquisition of MRIs
We used a fast Ag/AgCl electrode
positioning system consisting of an extended
10-20 system, in a 124-channel montage
(Quik-Cap, Neuromedical Supplies‚), and an
impedance-reducing gel which eliminated
the need for skin abrasion (Quick-Gel,
Neuromedical Supplies‚). Impedances
usually remained below 3 kOhms, and
channels that did not reach those levels were
eliminated from the analysis. To know the
actual scalp sampling or distribution of
electrodes in each individual with respect to
the nervous system, we used a digitizer
(Polhemus‚) to record actual electrode
positions with respect to each subject’s
fiduciary points: nasion and preauricular
points. After co-registration with individual
MRIs, the recorded coordinates were used
for realistic 3D mapping onto MRI
segmented skin models, and later used to set

up the source reconstruction equations
(distances between each electrode and and
each dipole supporting point). Two bipolar
channels, out of the 124-channels in the
montage were used for recording both
horizontal
(HEOG)
and
vertical
electrooculograms (VEOG). Left mastoid
served as reference only for data collection
(common average reference was used for
source modeling) and Afz was the ground.
We used four 32-channel DC amplifiers
(Synamps, Neuroscan Inc.) for data
collection and the Scan 4.3 software package
(Neurosoft Inc.) for initial data processing
(until computation of averages). The filter
settings for acquisition were from DC to 30
Hz, and the digitization rate was 250 Hz.
Thus, the gamma band was not collected,
due to concerns with noise from the
laboratory environment and absence of
Faraday shielding. The EEG was collected
continuously, and epochs for averaging
spanned the interval from 700 ms before S1
to 400 ms after S2 presentation. Baseline
was defined as the 400 ms preceding S1.
Artifact elimination was automatic: epochs
containing signals in either HEOG or VEOG
channels above +50 or below –50 mV were
eliminated. In our montage, the VEOG
detected blinks as deflections above 130 mV
in the positive direction.
MRIs were obtained by a 1.5 Tesla GE
machine, model Horizon LX. Image sets
consisted in 124 T1-weighed sagittal images
of 256 by 256 pixels, spaced by 1.5 mm.
Acquisition parameters were: standard echo
sequence, 3D, fast SPGE, two excitations,
RT=6.6 ms, ET=1.6 ms, flip angle of 15
degrees, F.O.V = 26 x 26 cm. Total
acquisition time was around 8 minutes.
Frequency-Time analysis (Task-induced
BandPower) and Power Scalp Topography
After artifact rejection, the signal from each
channel was spectrally analyzed by means of
a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), to
obtain frequency-time charts of the induced
(stimulus related, but not stimulus-locked)
and evoked (stimulus-locked) spectrum of
the interval from 700 ms previous to S1, to
400 ms after S2. To obtain the induced
power spectrum (Tallon-Braudry; 1996), the
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time-frequency decomposition was made for
each electrode and each trial, from DC to 30
Hz, and the resulting charts were then
averaged. The evoked power spectrum was
obtained
applying
the
spectral
decomposition to the averaged signal.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that this
method is mathematically equivalent to
others like the Hilbert transform, or wavelet
decomposition, and that each of them yields
equivalent results in practical applications to
neuronal signals (Bruns and Eckhorn, 2004).
The decomposition was computed on the
EEG tapered by a sliding Hamming window,
256 points in size for frequencies over 5 Hz,
and 512 points between 2 and 5 Hz, with a
temporal resolution of N/10 (N being the
number of temporal points of the raw
signal), and a frequency resolution of 4 bins
per Hertz. Then, we normalized the average
power for each electrode to obtain Z-scores
of increments or decrements in each
frequency bin with respect to the power in
the same frequency during the baseline (<Pj>
= (Pj - μj)/ σj; given Pj = spectral power at
each time point in electrode j), μj and σj are
the mean and standard deviation,
respectively, of the average power during the
baseline at this electrode).
We computed realistic three-dimensional
topographic maps of the scalp distribution of
normalized power, at each frequency band
that demonstrated task-induced changes, for
each subject, over the reconstructed scalp
anatomy. To this purpose, we used a
commercial sotfware (Curry V 4.6,
Neurosoft Inc.), which co-registered
individual MRI sets (skin model, see below),
with the actual position of each electrode
with respect to common landmarks, and
linearly interpolated the instantaneous values
of power to obtain continuous maps.
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rolloff, typically 1-3 Hz for delta, 3-7 for
theta, 7-9 for alpha1, 9-12 for alpha2, around
25 Hz for beta2, a wider range for beta1, and
in some subjects for obtaining an additional
low beta band, between 13 and 15 Hz). The
resulting filtered epochs were then subject to
an algorithm developed by us to search for
the peaks of bursts within the task-time
windows of interest. Filtered epochs were
thus cut again starting from positive voltage
peaks, resulting in new epochs, ranging from
400 ms before to 400 ms after the peaks. A
minimum of 60 epochs was averaged for
each individual and frequency band, using
each channel in the search for peaks. Each
channel at a time thus served for peak
detection, to create a multi-channel average,
in which all remaining channels simply
followed the latency correction of the
leading channel. In this way, all systematic
phase relations were preserved. Then, a
grand average was computed using the
averages obtained by guidance from each
channel. Since this method would in
principle suffer from the limitation of
confounding any possible systematic time
(direction) relations between active areas,
for instance if groups of areas were active in
sequence in a given frequency band, we also
computed partial averages using groups of
guiding channels ranked for latency of
occurrence of peaks. That is, using only the
first one fourth of channels (those with
overall shorter peak latencies), and second,
third and last fourth of channels. We also
performed independent analyses to study
possible time relations between groups of
electrodes (next section). Finally, in all cases
we also computed pre-S1 burst averages
(representing the baseline topography for
each frequency band), where the program
searched peaks from -400 to 0 ms before S1,
for comparison with the task-induced bursts.

Computation of corrected latency burst
averages

Inter-electrode phase-synchrony analysis

According to the observed induced
frequency bands and time windows where
they occurred for each individual, the
original artifact-free EEG epochs (ranging
from 700 ms before S1 through 500 ms after
S2) from each subject were filtered around
the bands of interest (Butterworth, 96dB

Since a systematic and complete phase
analysis of the present data would consist in
a separate and major work, we decided to
present only a first approach: we computed
only the overall pattern of phase relations, in
the form of averages across all pairs of
channels. This suffices to answer the
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question about whether there are task-related
phase changes in correspondence to induced
power. The practice of separately computing
phase is becoming common in event-related
power studies (Fell et al., 2004; Hanslmayr
et al., 2006). Due to volume-conduction
effects, we selected a group of 25 regularly
interspaced electrodes from the original
array to compute this index. A similar
procedure used to obtain the power spectrum
of the signal was used to compute the phaselocking value between electrodes (Lachaux
et al., 1999). That is, a STFT of the signal
from each electrode and trial was computed
to obtain the instantaneous angular phase for
each frequency, during a time window
centered at time t. Then, after subtracting the
constant angular phase, a complex vector of
unitary value was constructed for each
channel, trial, frequency and time. With this
value, a matrix of differences of phase
values between electrodes, in each trial, was
computed for each frequency-time, and then
averaged over all the trials. Using the
modulus of this complex value, we obtained
for each pair of electrodes, in each frequency
and time point, a phase-difference value
between 0 (random phase relation) and 1
(constant phase relation). That is, Φi (f, t, k)
being the phase value of electrode i, at
frequency f, time t, and trial k, and Φj (f, t,
k) the phase value of electrode j, in the same
frequency, time and trial, the phase-locking
value was computed as
Φij (f, t) = 1/N | Σk=1N Φi - Φj |.
The phase-locking values obtained for
the time interval posterior to stimulus
presentation was then Z-normalized by the
values obtained during the baseline interval
in the same way as time-frequency spectral
matrices. Finally, we verified whether there
were statistically significant correlations
between task-related power and phase, in
frequency bands where we could visualize
any such systematic relations.
Intracranial source reconstruction
The computed averaged bursts, MRI sets and
electrode position digitization files were the

raw data for all further analysis (Curry V
4.6, Neurosoft Inc.). A detailed description
of the reconstruction procedure, and a
discussion on the criteria for method choice
and shortcomings, as well as on critical
steps, may be found in the methods section
of our previous publications (Basile et al.,
2002; 2006). Noise in the data was defined
as the variance of the 20% lowest amplitude
points in each average. For the inclusion of a
‘noise component’ into the source model, the
physical unit-free or ‘standardized’ data
(with retained polarity) were decomposed by
Independent Component Analysis (ICA),
which searches for the highest possible
statistical independence or redundancy
reduction between components (in this case,
space-time averaged data patterns), a robust
method of blind signal decomposition/
deconvolution (for a review see, e.g.
Hyvarinen and Oja, 2000). ICA was applied
to each individual’s whole space-time data
set, i.e., to the m x n data matrix (m used
channels times 201 time samples
corresponding to the 800 ms composing the
averaged bursts). Finally, we fed the
reconstruction algorithm with the main ICA
component(s) as data to be fitted. Thus, the
‘noise component’ of the model was defined
as the sum of remaining components (with
loadings below SNR=1), all of which added
together lead invariably to negligible scalp
potentials when compared to the main
components. In practically all cases, only
two space-time ICA components were then
modeled. MRI sets were linearly interpolated
to create 3-dimensional images, and semiautomatic algorithms based on pixel
intensity bands served to reconstruct the
various tissues of interest. A Boundary
Element Model (BEM) of the head
compartments was implemented, by
triangulation of collections of points
supported by the skin, skull and
cerebrospinal fluid (internal skull) surfaces.
Mean triangle edge lengths for the BEM
surfaces were, respectively, 10, 9 and 7 mm.
Fixed conductivities were attributed to the
regions enclosed by those surfaces,
respectively, 0.33, 0.0042 and 0.33 S/m.
Finally, a reconstructed brain surface, with
mean triangle side of 3 mm, served as the
model for dipole positions, corresponding to
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a minimum of 20 thousand points. The
electrode positions were projected onto the
skin’s surface following the normal lines to
the skin. The detailed description of the
assumptions and methods used by the “Curry
4.6” software for MRI processing and source
reconstruction may be found elsewhere
(Curry 4.0 User Guide, 1999; or e.g.,
Buchner et al., 1997; Fuchs et al., 1998;
Fuchs et al., 1999). The analysis program
then calculated the lead field matrix that
represents the coefficients of the set of
equations which translate the data space
(SNR values in the set of channels per time
point) into the model space (above 20
thousand dipole supporting points). The
source reconstruction method itself was Lp
norm minimization, with p=1.2 both for data
and model terms. The regularization factor,
or λ values to be used, which typically
converged after repeating the fitting process
three to four times (λ gives the balance
between goodness of fit and model size).
Resulting foci of current density were
inspected with respect to the individual
anatomy directly, a straightforward
procedure allowed by our software, in terms
of which estimated cytoarchitectonic areas
they covered (and scored for relative
intensity; Basile et al., 2003). The Brodmann
areas containing current foci were tabulated
after verification by comparison with
classical illustrations and the conventional
Talairach and Tournoux atlases (1993,
1997).

RESULTS

Task Performance
All subjects reported that performance was
relatively easy, given that effort of attention
to the S1-S2 pairs was made. The overall
average performance was 88.5 % correct
responses (standard deviation 8.3 %).
Temporal and topographic characteristics
of task-Induced power and Inter-electrode
phase analysis
We first describe the overall findings,
common to all subjects, regarding the
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behavior of each induced power band with
respect to task events, and their scalp
topography. Task-induced theta power was
not present in the ISI interval, showing a
clear post-stimulus increase pattern in all
subjects, practically returning to baseline
level during the ISI. The two peaks
corresponded to around 180 ms post S1 or
S2, thus coinciding with the latency of the
N200 evoked potential component. The
same purely stimulus dependent behavior
was observed for induced delta power, but
in this case the peaks occurred later, around
350 ms, and in almost all subjects with
much higher amplitude after S2 (suggesting
at least partial relation with the P300
component, due to the latency and more
task-relevant S2). Figure 1(1) shows the
overall task-time behavior of the induced
power, with data collapsed across
electrodes and subjects. Induced theta
presented an overall increase in peak
amplitude with respect to baseline of 13.8%
(±11.5%), but ranging from no change in
two subjects (increases around 6% in four
subjects), to 34%. Delta presented an
overall increase of 39.2% (±42.3%), but
ranging from reduction in two subjects (to
62 and 91% from baseline), virtually no
change in one subject, to 89%. Regarding
the scalp topography of delta and theta,
both bands had a clearly posterior
distribution of task-induced power maxima,
typically with a double occipital peak, in all
cases either or both power peak distributions
being coincident with the N200 peak voltage
distribution. Figure 2 shows the induced
power and corresponding topography of all
bands (at peaks of task-induced power
increases), grand average across subjects,
collapsed across the montage and projected
on median head size individual. The time
pattern of induced power was virtually
identical to the evoked pattern for theta and
delta bands. A more critical finding, which
we will resume in the discussion in
connection with other general results (valid
for all frequency bands), was the identical
topography of evoked or induced power.
Alpha desynchronization is not clearly seen
possibly due to the collapsing across
electrodes for time-frequency plot
computation.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the main steps of the method: (1) Computation of taskinduced band-power. In this figure, real data is presented, collapsed across channels and subjects
(numbers indicate z-score – power relative to baseline). One may appreciate the overall time course
of task-induced power changes, which were fairly common across subjects (see text for few
frequency bands where exceptions occur, low beta and alpha-1). (2) EEG Epochs were filtered in
individual-specific narrow frequency bands. (3) Based on each channel, positive voltage peaks were
automatically detected in time windows of power increases, and (4) multi-channel latency corrected
averages computed. (5) A final multi-channel average was computed, between multi-channel
averages guided by each channel. (6) Independent Component Analysis (ICA) separated the (7)
main and second space-time components to feed the (8) Current Density Reconstruction (CDR)
algorithm.
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Figure 2: Task-induced band-power of one example individual, collapsed across all channels, and
corresponding topographic distribution of the main points of change, that were common to all
subjects. Color scale: extreme of power changes (yellow and magenta) correspond to z-score equal
to 9.8 standard deviations, ‘hot’ colors indicate increase and ‘cold’ decrease relative to baseline.
Below, time course of stimuli and mean event-related potential global field power (bar 5 μV).

The induced alpha range, on its turn,
presented a complex multiphasic pattern
during the task time, with an inflection
showing a relative decrease in power
around 200 ms after the stimuli (alpha
desynchronization), another opposite
inflection reflecting a small increase
around 400 ms after stimuli (which is the
latency of the peak of evoked alpha and
delta power), and a major increase
peaking roughly around 700 ms. Induced
alpha oscillations were increased in all
subjects, ranging from 2 to 57% from
baseline (overall 30,4% ±16,3%). The
scalp topography of induced alpha power
also showed the expected posterior
distribution of highest power. However,
the actual isocontour map shapes were
different from the simple pattern
resembling the N200 evoked potential
component that we observed for theta and
delta ranges (and also with no trivial
relation to the P300 topography, which
appear to combine mainly delta, theta and

alpha frequencies; see e.g., Cacace and
McFarland, 2003). Each individual
presented a fairly complex and specific
map shape. Since for alpha, evoked
activity occurred exactly where the least
of total induced power was observed
(‘post-stimulus’ time window), it served as
the best example for comparison between
topographies of the two methods of
computation: in this case also, the
topographic rendering of the data resulted,
in all subjects, in identical evoked and
induced maps. Another interesting finding,
which was also previously observed in our
laboratory, was the clear presence of
evoked alpha throughout the ISI (peaking
in the ISI with an overall 71 % of the
maximum post-stimulus, evoked alpha).
Given the long ISI (1.6 seconds) with
respect to alpha wavelength, it is curious
that so many alpha cycles could be
synchronized with the task events. That is,
in no other frequency band do we see such
lasting synchronization.
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We may here summarize the results of
phase analysis, given that the proposed
correlative analysis was applied only to the
beta range, discussed below. In all
frequency bands but beta, the task-related
phase coherence changes were complex and
variable across subjects, to various degrees,
depending
on
the
sub-band
in
consideration. In all such variable cases,
except for delta, a computation of phase
coherence collapsed across subjects lead to
virtually flat waveforms. For delta,
however, at least one common aspect was
retained in the group average: a peak of
inter-electrode coherence increase at 450
ms (of around z-score=0.6), and an equally
low amplitude decrease during the ISI,
peaking at 1200 ms. To our surprise, given
the highly regular induced-power pattern in
time across subjects, theta inter-electrode
coherence was the most variable. Subjects
even presented opposite results during the
peaks of post-stimulus power, with only
three subjects presenting parallel increases
in power and phase coherence, and three
other presenting increases only during the
ISI. Alpha 1 was the most variable in time
patterns of coherence changes. For alpha 2,
five subjects presented overall coherence
reduction during the period of increased
power, in the center of the ISI, where three
subjects presented increases. The beta
range, however, presented a relatively
simpler, more common aspect across
subjects, in the form of changes in
coherence roughly parallel with power. We
thus proceeded to analyze intra-individual
correlations between the two variables, and
the results supported the visual impression:
beta 1 had significant non-parametric
correlations in 11 subjects, and beta 2,
highly significant correlations in 10
subjects. The implications of those findings
will also be considered in connection with
the other results to allow for a more
panoramic view of oscillatory activity, in
the discussion.
There were two new and main findings
in this work. The first regarded the beta
range. In all subjects, a narrow induced beta
band around 25 Hz was observed,
throughout the ISI, peaking during the preS2 time range, following a time pattern that

we originally expected to fit a putative
attention-related induced theta band. In
addition, all subjects presented a broader
beta band roughly around 21 Hz, and some
subjects another narrow band close to 15
Hz, but more variable in frequency and time
pattern. Given the task-time distribution of
beta, mainly the 25 Hz band, and the vague
but old association between beta activity
and behavioral arousal (that impelled the
widespread but still controversial betaenhancement by biofeedback; Ramirez et
al., 2001), we immediately thought beta
could fulfill our expectation of a new index
of expecting attention-induced activity.
When computing the scalp distribution of
beta power, this suspicion increased, due to
the qualitative similarity with our findings
regarding SPs: The topography of induced
beta power changes was complex,
multifocal, including frontal and temporal,
as well as more posterior peaks, and highly
variable across subjects. Finally, there was
a statistically significant increase in beta
power during the ISI, when the task was
compared to the passive stimulation control
condition: beta mean global field power
from 500 through 1600 ms, differed
significantly between conditions both in
parametric paired samples t-test (for beta1,
p=0,004; beta 2, p=0,012), as in nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon test, p=0,005
for beta1 and p=0,012 for beta2; Sign test,
p=0,006 for beta1 and p=0,039 for beta2).
Figure 3 shows beta mean global field
power collapsed across individuals, and zscore of power scatter-plot in both
conditions and bands. This also
corroborated our idea of the role of
induced-beta as an index of expecting
attention. We thus focused on the source
reconstruction of the task-induced beta
bursts, presented in the next section.
Source reconstruction
The second new and important finding of
this work was evident after computation of
our corrected latency burst averages for
source reconstruction: Since we computed
burst averages for the pre-S1 baseline as
well as for the task periods proper, in
almost all cases (subjects and frequency
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bands), the topography of baseline activity
was identical to the main component of
task-induced oscillations. That is, it was
clear that the same sources already active
before stimuli composing the trials,
presumably task-independent, were the
main sources active during task execution.
Moreover, very similar topography of
baseline oscillations across frequency bands
was observed within subjects. The only
exception was the alpha band in half of the
subjects, which had a peculiar topography,
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different and prevailing over the pattern
similar across all remaining frequency
bands, but that also remained the main
alpha component during the task time
window as well. It must be emphasized here
that the topography observations were
independent from amplitude of oscillations,
whose task changes were variable across
bands. Since those results were absolutely
unexpected, we performed a comparison,
using four subjects, between the averages
computed for the pre-S1 baseline and

Figure 3: (left) Overall pattern of task-induced power increases in the beta range, collapsed across
electrodes and individuals (upper curves), compared to passive stimulation control condition
(bottom curves). (right) Individual induced beta power Z-score distribution in both conditions.
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similar averages computed for a resting
condition of a few minutes which preceded
the start of the experiment (filtered
continuous EEG was marked in local
voltage peaks using a refractory period of
800 ms, to avoid overlap between epochs,
since no task events were present). The
same topography of baseline activity was
thus observed, indicating that the pre-S1
baseline indeed reflects task-unrelated
activity. Otherwise, it would be conceivable
that baseline activity could still reflect task
engagement, due to the cyclical nature of
the task, i.e., if trial expectation were
physiologically identical to relevant S2
expectation. In one subject, we also
replicated the experiment after one month,
and the same topography of baseline
activity was observed. It is critical for
future studies, however, that in three
subjects who participated in previous
experiments, four and six years before, we
observed different topographies of resting
condition oscillations, thus suggesting a
spontaneous ‘migration’ of the mainly
active areas in a given subject in this time
range.
Corresponding to the complex scalp
distribution of beta induced power, the
source reconstruction results indicated the
same complexity: Multifocal cortical
current distribution, was highly variable
across subjects, including frontal and
posterior cortical sources in all subjects. As
simple means of quantifying higher
variability of beta topography, obvious to
visual inspection (figure 4), when compared
to evoked potentials or stimulus-related
induced power (theta was chosen for
comparison), we computed a deviation
index. This type of index has proved
successful in distinguishing the more
complex and variable topography of SPs of
a group of schizophrenia patients from
healthy subjects (Basile et al., 2004). It is a
quadratic norm or Euclidian distance
between each individual’s data set and the
group averages collapsed on the montage
(square root of electrode-by-electrode
squared difference in voltage, divided by
the number of channels): i.e., a scalar
measure indicating individual distance from
the norm, proportional to electrical power.

To emphasize topography and not to allow
for absolute power to influence the
measure, we first normalized beta and theta
power across individuals into a common
value. Results show clearly the larger
dispersion of individuals from the (least
representative) beta average, as compared
to the dispersion from the group theta
average (figure 4, where deviation (power)
values are z-score normalized). The
difference between beta and theta deviation
indexes is statistically highly significant
(Wilcoxon: p=0.002; Sign test: p<0.001).
The partial averages computed from subsets
of electrodes as explained in methods were
identical to each other, and indicate absence
of systematic sequential activation between
beta generating areas. Added to the interelectrode phase analysis results, they
suggest a tight phase synchrony between all
such areas. Figure 5(a) shows the current
distribution in each subject, accounting for
the main ICA space-time data component,
that is, the baseline activity component,
which was enhanced (by 33.5% in average
peak amplitude; std=17.1%; range=6 to
67%) and synchronized across channels
during the ISI, pre-S2 period. Figure 5(b)
shows the second component (exclusively
or task-induced ‘proper’, i.e., not present
during the pre-task period), of an overall
relative intensity of 10.7% of the main
component in electrical power (std= 12.2%,
ranging from less than 1% in one subject to
36% in two subjects, but within 3 to 13% in
the remaining subjects), but in all cases of
sufficient SNR for source reconstruction
(average SNR=1.8; std=0.7; range=1.05 to
3.3). We may notice the individual-specific
pattern of relative current distribution,
especially conspicuous for the second,
exclusively task-related component. Only
parietal area 7 shows some level of activity
in all subjects corresponding to the main,
baseline component (although highly
variable in intensity relative to maximum
current). The reconstruction results for the
beta-1 (around 21 Hz band) resulted in
current distributions of main components
identical to beta-2 in all subjects. The scalp
topography of the second component of
beta-1 burst averages, on its turn, in most of
the subjects demonstrated a partial overlap
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with the second component of the 25 Hz
band. Accordingly, reconstruction results
showed very similar patterns in most cases,
typically with the beta-1 set of current foci
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representing part of the set seen for beta-2.
In some subjects, however, few additional
(i.e., complementary to beta-2) weak
sources were also observed.

Figure 4: On top, examples of individuals presenting similar topography of task-induced theta
activity, for whom beta distribution seen from the same angle is clearly more variable across
subjects. Below, topographic deviation of each individual from normalized mean, between beta 2
and theta bands. Deviation was defined as the quadratic norm of the electrode-by-electrode
difference between individual and group averaged data (across the montage, see text for details), as
simple means to quantify the higher beta variability depicted by visual inspection.
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(5a)

Figure 5: Current density reconstruction results for all subjects. Current density indicated by small
red arrows, (arrow size proportional to local current density). (a) Main component, identical with
main component obtained for baseline activity. (b, overleaf) Second, task-exclusive component.
Numbers indicate relative power, in percentage, with respect to the main component from each
individual, presented in the same order as in (a).

DISCUSSION

The first conclusion from this work regards
the lack of theta power enhancement during
the pre-S2 time window, where we would
expect a direct correlate of expecting
attention to have its maximum amplitude.
Indeed, both theta and delta induced bandpower behaved clearly as post-stimulus
phenomena, with peak amplitudes at

posterior scalp regions, very similar in
topography to the N200 component of the
visual evoked potential. In all subjects,
theta induced power peaked in coincidence
with the peaks of the N200, and delta in the
time window occupied by the P300
component. In ten subjects, the topography
of theta power was practically coincident
with the one from the N200 (typically
double peaks at the occipital region); in the
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(5b)

two remaining subjects, delta topography
was closer to N200. Thus, both power
bands appear simply to contribute to the
composition of the evoked potential, and
the method here used should not add much
information with respect to the
conventional ERP: induced and evoked
power are coincident in this case, and the
most important fact that seems to occur in
these bands is a synchronization between
their generators with respect to the stimuli,
or phase resetting: In two subjects, delta
burst averages were actually decreased in
amplitude and unchanged in one, whereas
theta maintained its amplitude in two

subjects and showed very small increases in
four subjects. This type of finding is
commonly reported in the literature, and
discussed below in conjunction with results
valid for all bands.
With respect to the alpha range induced
band(s), a thorough consideration would
require an independent and major work due
to complexity, the same being the case for a
complete phase analysis. We thus discuss
here only a few points which support some
views under current discussion in the
literature, especially our contribution that
regards its topography. Half of the subjects
presented a distinct alpha-1 band - around 8
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Hz - in addition to the alpha-2 band
centered around 11 Hz, and the remaining
half, exclusively a broad or narrow alpha-2
band. Induced alpha behavior in relation to
task time was multiphasic, with a relative
(seen as an inflection) reduction/
desynchronization around 200 ms after the
stimuli, a relative peak (almost
unnoticeable when compared to the
maximum induced alpha) overlapping with
the delta peak and the P300 evoked
potential, and maximum power at the center
of the ISI, overall around 700 ms. The
observation of desynchronization versus
synchronization
of
alpha,
even
simultaneously during the immediate poststimulus time, depends on the method of
power analysis (Klimesh et al., 2000): our
method emphasizes the induced part, which
includes the evoked alpha (contributing to
the evoked potential, see Cacace and
McFarland, 2003) and overrides the periand post-stimulus desynchronization. More
interesting, however, was to notice that a
small proportion of (evoked) alpha power
was phase-locked to stimuli throughout the
ISI, a phenomenon that we had observed
previously in various different experiments,
in spite of the short alpha wavelength as
compared to the ISI. One may speculate
that this part of the alpha generators could
serve as a kind of task-time marker or
estimator, and believe that competing
hypotheses on alpha functional role can be
reconciled: alpha synchronization may
index cortical idling (Pfurtscheller, 2001), a
concept that accounts for most of alpha
behavior including the Berger effect and in
drowsiness, but when occurring in the
‘reference interval’ in cyclical tasks such as
the present, will also mean preparation for
detection of forthcoming stimuli (Knyazev
et al., 2006), around and immediately after
which both (de-) and synchronization may
be observed (Klimesh et al., 2000). Alpha
scalp distribution included the expected
posterior, occipital-parietal power maxima
in all subjects, but with fine details in scalp
distribution peculiar to each individual.
However complex the individual map
shapes, based on our own unpublished
observations (for instance, one of the
subjects presented an identical complex

alpha-2 map during a visual verbal task
performed 6 years before), we believe that
alpha topography is fairly stable in the long
term and possibly task-independent. This is
in agreement with a few studies on stability
of qEEG, although using fewer electrodes,
that depict alpha as the most stable band
within individuals (see Neuper et al., 2005).
Our contribution, however, is the
conclusion based on alpha analysis, but
verified in all frequency bands, that the
computation of corrected latency averages
resulted in undistinguishable topography
for the evoked or induced power bands.
One very recent study using the standard
10-20 montage clearly corroborates this
finding, for the alpha band (Hanslmayr et
al., 2006).
The central finding of this work was the
presence of beta band power increases
throughout the ISI, peaking close to the S2
stimulus, in all subjects. Since the beta
range is traditionally associated with
wakefulness and behavioral arousal, we
were interested in verifying the beta band
generators, whether they would have a
simple and common distribution across
subjects. However, once we computed the
topographic maps, we immediately noticed
the qualitative similarity between induced
beta and the SPs: common task-time
behavior, multifocal, complex topography,
highly variable across subjects, and
significantly enhanced during the task as
compared to the passive stimulation control
condition. Thus, proceeding to compute
beta burst averages centered in peaks
occurring within the 700 to 1600 ms task
time window, and model their generators by
CDR, we obtained analogous results: Beta
generators showed an equally complex
pattern, comprising prefrontal and posterior
cortical areas (as do SPs), highly variable
across subjects, with only parietal area 7
demonstrating some, but variable, degree of
relative current density in all subjects. Area
7 was also the only common SP generator
region across subjects (Basile et al., 2006),
a fact that may be attributed to the mere
wakeful state, or that in other primates has
been attributed to interested attention to the
environment (Lynch et al., 1977; Yin and
Mountcastle, 1978). We thus considered to
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have obtained a new index of attention,
which could not have been observed by
regular ERP averaging. The comparison
between beta and SP generators by visual
inspection (the reader may refer to the SP
generator figure in Basile et al., 2006)
revealed a largely complementary set of
active areas between the two indexes:
current foci were typically different from
each other, forming mostly adjacent sets
within subjects, and whenever there was an
overlap of SP and beta generating areas,
they did not correspond to the main
generators in each case; that is, strong with
weak in almost all cases. Moreover, SP
generators were overall more spread over
the cortical surface, and given the many
cases of adjacent generator positions, it was
unavoidable for us to speculate that SPs
could represent a fringe effect stemming
from the beta generating areas. SPs are for
a long time known to be microscopically
generated by a major contribution from the
potassium buffering function of glia
(Skinner and Molnar, 1983; Roitback,
1993; Mitzdorf, 1993), in situations of
increased overall neural firing, as seems to
occur areas active in the beta range. Finally,
our phase analysis results present weak
evidence that cortical areas active in the
beta range also oscillate in phase synchrony
with each other, at least roughly
accompanying the power changes.
However, the stability of partial averages
(with respect to groups of electrodes ranked
by peak latency), as well as independent
studies using single-cell, extra-cellular
recordings and model simulations offer
stronger support to this view (Bibbig et al.,
2002). This suggests that such areas
become co-recruited, either reciprocally, or
by some common subcortical projection(s).
A surprising and, if replicated, most
important finding, regarded all frequency
bands: their baseline or pre-S1 topographic
distribution. In all cases and subjects,
almost all of the task-induced power
distribution was already manifested during
baseline, and verified even during rest in
three subjects. That is, individual-specific
generators of each band (very similar,
however, between delta, theta and beta
ranges) are already active during resting
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wakefulness. This finding, also very
recently observed in the alpha range by
Hanslmayr and colleagues (2006), when
combined with the indistinguishable
topography between induced and evoked
activity, and with the phase analysis results,
may be interpreted into a general panorama
regarding oscillatory activity: the
generators of each sub-band are largely
fixed in space and continuously active; for
all bands, almost all of the task-induced
power is accounted for by the same
generators active during the baseline
period. And during the task, combinations
of three additional phenomena may occur,
depending on the sub-band of oscillations:
(1) increases and decreases in amplitude,
that in some cases appear to be
accompanied by roughly parallel (2)
changes in coherence between varying
proportions of the cell populations
composing the generators, and (3) phaseresetting with respect to task-events. In the
present study, for instance, it appears that
delta and theta amplitude changes are least
important, given that half of the subjects
showed very low or no change in theta, or
even decreases (2 subjects) in delta burst
average amplitude. Alpha generators
suffered resetting partly (that may be
explained by being restricted to a
proportion of cells within the same
macroscopic areas), but most of their power
increase was out of synchrony with task
events. In the case of beta, the task-induced
power increases was appear to be generated
by synchronous areas, but out of phase with
task events. The relative contribution by
each of such phenomena thus depends on
frequency band, and task, as concluded in
other studies, some of which explicitly
relate them to the composition of ERPs
simultaneously obtained (Gruber et al.,
2005; Hanslmayr et al., 2006; Valencia et
al., 2006; and the interesting invasive study
by Fell et al., 2004).
Taken together, our main findings lead
us to the following implication to
psychophysiology: as opposed to cortical
activity linked to sensory stimulation
(evoked potentials, delta, theta and partly
alpha rhythms), which is simpler in
distribution and more preserved across
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subjects, electrical activity directly related
to expecting attention, namely the Slow
Potential component of the ERP
(corresponding to the DC-1 Hz induced
bandpower) and the induced beta rhythm, is
multifocal, complex in distribution, and
highly variable across subjects. Moreover,
it appears that when one engages in the
task, it is largely the same individualspecific set of cortical areas, continuously
active during simple resting wakefulness
but without phase synchrony, that enter in
phase and increase in power, and may
recruit a few other, equally individualspecific areas. Our data, together with the
results from the not many fMRI and PET
studies that present individual data on
event-related metabolic changes (Cohen et
al., 1996; Herholz et al., 1996; Fink et al.,
1997; Davis et al., 1998; Hudson, 2000;
Brannen et al., 2001; Tzourio-Mazoyer et
al., 2002), are compatible with the view of
a “degenerate” mapping between presumed
function and function implementing cortical
areas (Noppeney et al., 2004). The main
piece of knowledge that has guided our
conventional hopes for a universal
functional mapping are the fairly specific
patterns of cortico-cortical connections in
mammals (Pandya et al., 1988), especially
so between visual cortices (Macko and
Mishkin, 1985) but known to apply
throughout the neocortex, including
prefrontal areas (Pandya and Yeterian,
1990; Barbas, 1992). However, we believe
that the mere complexity and number of
possible cortico-cortical functional
pathways are sufficient to allow the
formation of variable sets of interconnected
cortical areas across individuals, before and
during execution of any given task.
Therefore, we forecast the complete
abandonment
of
the
search
for
predetermined and unique functions to be
attributed to given non-sensory-motor areas.
The implications of our results and
conclusions to our own line of investigation
are a reversal of focus: to aim exactly at
understanding task-related and task-specific
cortical activity, we will need to better
comprehend the individual-specific cortical
topography of the resting, baseline
condition. Among critical aspects, we need

to understand how the prevalently active
sets of areas are formed during ontogeny
and particularly during learning. We have
only one subject as evidence for the
stability in the order of one month, but
three indicating a clear change in two or
four years. It is fundamental to know how
spontaneous is the formation of an
individual resting pattern, as opposed to
being subject to experimental or natural
training influences. The possibility of
directly influencing and expanding the
resting pattern to apparently inactive areas
would substantiate restorative neurology
and neuropsychological procedures for a
controlled reorganization of cortical
circuits. On the other hand, if some cortical
areas in one individual prove to be indeed
‘silent’, supposing that an exhaustive
battery of experimental tasks can ever be
implemented, such battery would become a
procedure to complement the Wada and
related tests to aid in neurosurgical
planning. Finally, these overall conclusions
are naturally compatible with the fact of
high variability in clinical symptomatology
after focal lesions: similar lesions in
cortical ‘association’ areas lead to critical
impairments in some individuals and may
only be noticed in others by incidental
laboratory examinations. Although we have
recently used a method of scoring cortical
activity
by
estimated
cortical
cytoarchitectonic area in each individual,
previously to group or condition statistical
comparisons (Basile et al., 2003), still
searching for commonalities across
subjects, equivalent attempts may be useful
in the reconsideration of individual data
from studies that have only presented group
averages. We propose, as some other
authors also explicitly do, that functional
claims regarding cortical areas never be
made based on group averaged data
(Steinmetz and Seitz, 1991; Davis et al.,
1998; Noppeney et al., 2004). The
challenge of dealing with individual results,
from the large number of studies already
published, may at least help us to decide
whether individual patterns are indeed
arbitrary or follow rules, in which case new
psychophysiological theories shall be
developed.
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